
  

  

 

 

 

 

Lowestoft and Northern Parishes Community Partnership Meeting  

Tuesday 28th November, 6pm 

Seagull Theatre, Lowestoft 

Partnership Priorities 

• To improve healthy eating and activity in children by targeting & engaging with year 5 

staff, children, and parents through communication and education 

• To reduce social isolation and loneliness in Lowestoft Central, Kirkley and Gunton 

west wards 

• Improve Mental Health and Wellbeing by following the 5 Ways to Wellbeing. 

Connect/Get Active/Take Notice/Learn/Give 

 

Meeting Goals 

1. How do we become a more inclusive Community Partnership? 

2. What are the next steps for projects under our priorities?  

  

 

Standing Items Lead Supporting papers 

1 Action Notes Katy Cassidy 

Democratic Services 

Officer 

Yes 

2 Where are we now? All Update from Task and 

Finish Groups 

3 Workshop  All  

1. What are the next steps for the CP priorities? 

2. Who and how can we deliver these? 

3. How can the partnership be more inclusive? 

 

 

Dates of the next meeting: 30th January 2024, 6pm 
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Chair: Councillor Paul Ashdown (East Suffolk Council)  

 

Vice-Chair: Danny Steel (Lowestoft Vision) 

 

Communities Officers:  

Louise Thomas 

louise.thomas@eastsuffolk.gov.uk  

Rachel Tucker 

Rachel.tucker@eastsuffolk.gov.uk  

  

 

Partnership Organisations:  

East Suffolk Council 

Suffolk County Council 

Local Town and Parish Councils  

Suffolk Constabulary 

Great Yarmouth and Waveney Clinical  

Commissioning Group 

Community Action Suffolk 

Lowestoft Rising 

Business Community 

Youth Community 

Environment 

 

Filming, Videoing, Photography and Audio Recording at Partnership Meetings  

Members of the partnership may record / film / photograph or broadcast this meeting.  

  

The Council cannot guarantee public seating areas will not be filmed or recorded. By entering the 

Meeting Room and sitting in the public seating area, those present will be deemed to have consented 

to the possible use of filmed images and sound recordings.  If you do not wish to be recorded, please 

speak to a member of the Democratic Services team at the earliest opportunity.  

If you require this document in large print, audio or Braille or in a different language, please contact 

the Democratic Services Team on 01502 523521 or email:  

democraticservices@eastsuffolk.gov.uk  
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Lowestoft and Northern Parishes Community Partnership 

Action Notes of the Meeting held on Tuesday 19 September 

Somerleyton Village Hall 

Attendees: Councillor Paul Ashdown (Chairman), Cllrs Back, Byatt, Gee, King and Robinson, 

Cllr Peter Armstrong (Corton Parish Council), Cllr Neil Livingstone (Somerleyton Parish 

Council), Cllr Myles Thomas (Lound Parish Council) Cllr Chris Ashdown (Oulton Broad Parish 

Council) Cllr Andy Pearce (Lowestoft Parish Council), Danny Steel (Lowestoft Vision), Sally 

Connick (Literacy Trust), Claire Taylor-Haigh (Women Like Me/Waveney VAS), David 

Bromley (Oulton Broad Sailing Centre) Laura Hampton (Wild East),  

Supporting Officers: Nicole Rickard (Head of Communities ESC), Mags Lambert (Project 

Manager/Business Analyst ESC), Alli Stone (Democratic Services Officer), Louise Thomas 

(Communities Officer), Rachel Tucker (Communities Officer/ASB  ESC),  

Apologies Nicki Cooper, Cllr Graham Parker, Cllr Vigo Di Gallidoro, Phil Aves, Sarah Foote, 

Cllr Malcolm Pitchers 

 

 

 

Item  Discussion  

1.  Welcome and Apologies for Absence 

 

 

2 Action Notes  

 

The Action Notes of the meeting held on 4 July were agreed. 

 

3. Current Projects 

Buzzabout 

Mags Lambert (ML) updated on the Buzzabout project which had been extended 
for an additional year. 

• Service was currently most popular for shopping use 

• Mainly used by people from Gunton and Lowestoft 

• Aim in the next year was to increase use by other communities and sectors, 
particularly for people looking to get to school or college 
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• There would hopefully be third service started to link buzzabout with katch 

ML confirmed that leaflets and advertising material would be delivered and 
distributed. The app was not yet up and running and so there had not been too big 
of a push, this would be done at the start of October.  

Cllr Andy Pearce (AP) commented that people in Gunton had been relieved when 
this had been extended. There was a need for speedier communication and 
advertising of the service.  

 

Ease the Squeeze and Warm Welcome 

Four rooms warm welcome rooms were up and running, which were the most 
successful from last winter. Over 1000 people had attended these in a three-month 
period. 

Some of the warm rooms would be expanding to host other groups and 
information. 

It had been difficult to get groups to complete monitoring forms, whilst this was not 
so much of an issue with local funding, it was an issue when the projects had been 
funded through UK SPF over the winter. Going forward for this winter, money 
would not be released to rooms until monitoring form feedback was provided. This 
was the policy for all funding, and help was available for filling in the forms. 

Cllr Ashdown (PA) asked how the smaller rooms which had run in the parishes 
could access funding. Nicole Rickard (NR) stated that the funding pot was smaller 
this year, but they could still apply for it. There was recognition that some help was 
needed in rural areas and so funding was not exclusively for larger populations.  

NR confirmed that Councillors could contribute to warm welcome rooms through 
their enabling communities budget.  

 

Planters  

Approximately 15 schools had taken this up, and some schools had requested 

more. 

Very positive feedback had been received from the schools that had them, PA was 

speaking with the new men’s shed in Denmark Road about producing planters.    

4.  Updates 
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CP Board 

CP Board met on the 13th September. Board discussed the projects which had been 

run around each priority and held a workshop to discuss projects around the 

tackling inequalities priority.  

 

Oulton Broad Watersports Centre 

The Partnership received a presentation from Oulton Broad Watersports Centre. 

• The Centre aimed to deliver opportunities to local community that they 

would otherwise not have access to.  

• Lowestoft had opportunities for water based activities but many were 

excluded.  

• During the 2023 season school attendance was increased by 300% as 

schools recognised the importance of activities, however there was a lack of 

involvement from schools from socially deprived areas.  

• The centre hoped to attend the next Crucial Crew event to discuss water 

safety and promote the centre to schools.  

• Requests has been received to accommodate up to 60 people at one time, 

beyond the current limit of 24.  

• The centre was asking for funding to enable them to attract more profitable 

revenue so lower cost programmes could be extended to those from 

deprived area. 

• The centre hoped to expand into corporate team days, and there had 

already been interest from large companies to offer this.  

• A range of new equipment was needed particularly for adults.  

 

PA stated this would be sent to task and finish groups to see how they could assist 

with this. 

 

Task and Finish Groups 

 

Cllr King (GK) update on the task and finish group considering social isolation.   

The group had been looking at introducing lockers containing equipment at 

Normanston park for leisure and sport activities, for example tennis equipment, 

football kit, skate equipment, bug catching kits and so on. This would be set up by a 

group based in Switzerland, and had been used around the world. It was hoped 

equipment could be sourced and maintained from local clubs.  

GK stated that the company had very low statistics for equipment being stolen, and 

it had been used in deprived areas in other countries. 

AP supported this idea, and this would complement the regeneration of the park 

which was being planned by the Town Council.   

 

A proposal for this project would be received at the next meeting. 
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Claire Taylor-Haigh update on the mental health and wellbeing task and finish 

group.  

The group had focussed on how the CP could promote the existing solutions 

directory to the community and how warm welcome rooms could be promoted, 

particularly for more isolated individuals.  

It was thought that for the most isolated people the best option would be for a 

leaflet to be distributed to GP surgeries as this was generally the only place people 

regularly accessed.  

Cllr Byatt (PB) stated that there were plenty of people willing to distribute leaflets 

if they were made available.  

NR stated that Suffolk County Council were going to be distributing a leaflet and 

ESC would have a section on this to advertise what was available. A location 

specific page would also be added to the Ease the Squeeze website.  

The group also discussed how people could be transported to the warm rooms, 

and it had been suggested that an additional route for one of the transport services 

be set up to transport people to the warm rooms.  

There had also been a discussion with a befriending service, who were interested 

in expanding in the service but would need some funding to research what 

requirement there was in this area.  

A proposal would be bought to the next meeting for consideration  

 

5.  Project Proposals 

 

Healthy Habits 

Sally Connick introduced the proposal.  

 

This would be sent out to all year 5 and 6 pupils. Although it did target people at an 

unhealthy weight, it could be used to encourage healthy behaviour in all children.  

 

PB asked that a mechanism for feedback was included so children could report on 

how much they had enjoyed the activities and the CP could understand what 

difference had been made.  

 

GK stated that giving teachers the pack with a lesson plan attached as this would 

increase use by schools, and suggested that an activity be done and then the 

booklet was handed out at the end so there was some invested interest.  

 

It was suggested that something be handed out on the completion of the project to 

encourage people to report back with their feedback. 

 

ACTION: the Partnership allocate £1500 to the healthy habits project.  

 

6. Community Issues 
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WildEast 

Laura Hampton introduced the WildEast project. They had been given some money 

by Natural England to map biodiversity in the area and then looking where there 

were opportunities to increase biodiversity. The project included provision for 

community engagement to encourage awareness of nature and to fund community 

projects to increase biodiversity. 

 

 

7. AOB 

 

There was no other business.  

 

 

The meeting concluded at 17.51pm 
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Mental Health & Isolation Task & Finish Group Meeting- Lowestoft & Northern Parishes Community 

Partnership. 

I have now updated this document using RED to show the progress now made against each item 

planned ready for the November meeting of Community Partnership. This way we will have the 

original meeting notes and the update in one place. Phil Aves 

 

Noted of meeting held on 30th August 2023. 

Present:- Phil Aves, Claire Taylor Haig, Teresa Goldson ( representing Amanda Stephens- Access 

Community Trust) Paul Ashdown, Andy Pearce. 

 

1. Phil Aves recapped on the initial meeting held to set the group up and the initial task of 

trying to Map what assets were already available in Lowestoft area to assist people with 

Isolation and Mental Health. Phil Aves had undertaken to get the Solutions Social Prescribing 

Directory updated and shared. This document created by Citizen Advice staff to assist Social 

Prescribers work was a comprehensive capture of all things available in Lowestoft. It spans 

some 30 pages and is broken down into subject/topic area. The Directory is held on the 8 

GP’s website so that all professionals can access a copy to use. The updated version has 
been sent to GP Surgery for upload. The group agreed that this was a comprehensive list of 

activities and facilities available in Lowestoft and our role as Community Partnership should 

be to promote its awareness and use by professional working with those who are Isolated. 

Action- For the Community Partnership to consider how best to promote the use of this 

existing Directory of Resources to the professionals involved in service delivery. The 

existing Directory run by Solutions Social Prescribing through CANES has been updated and 

is held on the 8 GP websites so that professionals can access it and use it to help match 

people with the right resource. As it is on 8 GP websites it is also available to the public 

should they wish to access it. We cannot print copies off as they are too large and would 

be out of date within days……it is a constantly moving Directory that one person 
endeavours to keep up to date and I ensure that copy is uploaded on all 8 GP websites. 

This action is now complete. 

 

2. Following the meeting of the full Community partnership it had been agreed and voted to 

continue to support the 4 existing Warm Welcome venues (namely St Andrews Church Hall, 

Kirkley St Peters Wednesday Club, Seagull Theatre meetings room and Pathways Care Farm 

Thursday meeting. These 4 had been the most successful of the previous Warm Rooms and 

were now known as Warm Welcome Rooms and were funded to end of October out of 

Community partnership funds. Phil Aves updated the group that East Suffolk were about to 

launch this winters Warm Welcome Fund and that for Lowestoft and Northern Parishes this 

amounted to £14,000 based on 14 Councillors across the wards. It was agreed that we 

should encourage the 4 existing Warm Welcome’s to apply for the Winter Funding and that 

the Community Partnership be encouraged to support those 4 bids. It was acknowledged 

that there would be other new bids ( Gunton residence hall and DANES had both shown 

interest) but it would before the Funding Panel to decide how many bids were successful. It 

was not recommended that the Community Partnership put any additional funding to Warm 
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Welcomes this Winter and we use the £14,000 available funding to cover those. The Task 

and Finish did agree that it was important that we did all we could to promote the use of the 

rooms via Networks and potentially a Leaflet of useful information. Action: - To recommend 

that the Community Partnership undertake promotion work once the Warm Welcome 

venues were agreed. WE have now held the panel meeting for this years Warm Welcome 

Rooms, 3 of the existing rooms have applied to carry on with only Pathways deciding to 

stop. This winter we have funded 10 location ( including the 3 existing ones). The Poster 

has now been done and shared widely and as from 1st November Warm Welcomes started 

to open up. Community Help Team and other agencies are now looking to plan in visits to 

each venue to help  connect and advise them. Louise Thomas as set up a network group of 

the 10 venues so we can communicate items to them all in one go. Lowestoft is by far the 

best served for Warm Welcome Rooms and the spread across days is impressive. We even 

have a Monday evening group for Men only at Gunton which may well help connect some 

people who would otherwise not attend. The Poster and Flyer are ready to distribute by 

Community Partnership Members through doors. The Poster and Flyer have been widely 

distributed via use of existing Networks. 

3. The T&F Group then discussed transport to the existing Warm Welcome Rooms and to other 

functions such as Over 60 Club etc. It was noted that BACT’s was well engaged in the process 
and the Buzz Bus was changing to a Tuesday and Thursday rota which would help. It was felt 

that some people could not afford transport, either due to rural locations or costs, and this 

was a barrier to some accessing facilities that already existed. It was suggested that a small 

Transport Fund could be established by the Community Partnership to assist those cases in 

most need. Andy Pearce for Lowestoft Town Council added that the Town Council has put 

aside a fund for Food and Community support and that it would consider a bid to put some 

funding into that joint pot. The Town Council could not award to individuals but could 

support places like Warm Welcomes etc to hold funds to help those people. It was agreed by 

all that a small Transport Fund should be set up by Community partnership and a request 

made to Lowestoft Town Council to add funds to it. Action: - Community Partnership to 

vote on putting £3,000.00 to this Transport Fund and seeking a match of £3000.00 from 

Lowestoft Town Council to create a £6,000.00 fund for the winter months to assist.This 

vote was concluded and agreed upon. We have worked with BACT’s to hep them complete 
the bid to Town Council directly for that £3000.00 so that the joint fund is £6000.00. We 

have agreed that BACT will hold the fund and use it to help those people who want to 

access a Warm Welcome location but cannot afford the transport. The cost includes a one 

off £20 Registration fee and then the amount for the trip. We hope by funding this for 

those that cannot afford it that it will encourage them to use both BACTs and the Warm 

Welcome Rooms and then also potential use the service for other things too. This is a 

great addition to our service and a real attempt to help those isolated through costs to still 

access services. 

4. The Group then looked at Isolation and the need for a Befriending service to help those 

unable to get out to reach the available services. During Covid there was a “Voice of a Friend 

“ befriending service that had been started up. This had ended as the volunteers who helped 
during Covid had all gone back to work or other activities. Age Uk Norwich have been doing 

some work in Waveney to look at what services are missing and what they could do to help. 

It had already been suggested that Befriending Services were a key missing item and that 

they already ran them in Norwich. It was suggested that Phil Aves goes back to Age UK 

Norwich to discuss how they could role out a phone befriending service for Lowestoft and 

then potentially Waveney to address this gap in service. It was felt using an organisation that 
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was already doing such a service was the best option. Action: - Phil Aves to speak with Age 

Uk Norwich and progress the scheme for Lowestoft if possible.As previously updated we 

had no joy with Age UK Norwich but since found Communities Together East Anglia CTEA 

already have a full befriending service in Suffolk but with limited cover in Lowestoft and 

Waveney. Through a separate mental health fund for Lowestoft we have bid for £10,000 for 

use in Lowestoft and a separate £5,000.00 bid for the rest of Waveney. The costing have 

now been re worked by CTEA and come in just under £15,000 for the service to be expanded 

and cover whole of Waveney. The service offers Face to Face, Phone, and on-line offers of 

Befriending by trained and checked volunteers. The difficult bid will be to find and recruit 

local volunteers to act as the Face-to-Face befriender. But this is part of the funding and 

CTEA feel they are best place to recruit (they do have some already who also Digital 

Champions helping people get on-line). We hope to agree the funding for this in the next 

week or so and give CTEA the go ahead to start expanding this service across the whole of 

Waveney. So we will have a funded Befriending Service not just for Lowestoft and Northern 

Parishes but for whole of Waveney without any additional cost to the Community 

Partnership…..but we have brought it about. 
5. Finally, it was discussed about how best to promote all the things already available and to 

get important information out to those who are most isolated. The idea of a simple leaflet 

that could be sent out with other information e.g When GP’s send out letters, or Councils 

send out communication, so that older people got a leaflet with the useful information 

contained in one place. Phil Aves reported that Sue Medley’s team had done some of this 
work already. It was recommended that the Community Partnership consider preparing a 

leaflet with all the relevant information on it so it was ready to use. This could be shared 

both electronically and manually so that we reached the widest audience. The leaflet would 

sign post to things like the Directory, Bact’s Transport, Warm Welcomes rather than just a 
list of activities. Action: - Community Partnership to consider the creation of such a leaflet 

of useful information. The leaflet has been created by Claire Taylor Haigh from the Task & 

Finish Group and has now gone off to print. We hope to have printed copies at the meeting 

so people can take away and start delivering to people who need it. The leaflet advertises 

the Warm Welcomes , promotes BACT’s offer of Transport for that and other uses and has a 
handy list of local numbers that can help people connect with services etc. We recommend 

that these flyers are delivered alongside the Cost of Living Leaflet that was created by SCC 

but has an East Suffolk Front Page……the 2 leaflets complement each other. One further 
suggestion to help us distribute these leaflets is to see if a couple of Schools in our most 

deprived areas would help to deliver the leaflets. This would be great exercise for the 

students and show a great connection between School children trying to connect the 

isolated to services. This can be explored. 

 

The meeting ended at 5.15pm. That is the update on the Mental Health and Isolation Task and Finish 

Group work. We are however sighted and fully support the BoxUp project that Rachel Tucker is 

leading on , as although it is around getting people active it also crosses over into Mental Health and 

Isolation and we would support that project to get support. Phil Aves 
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